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Does your asset mean something to you?
have it coated in nano-clear

SHEILD, RESTORE, PROTECT

YOUR MOST VALUABLE ASSETS
www.nanoclear.co.nz



ARCHITECTURE

industrial

Property is usually our most valuable 
investment, one which you don’t naturally 
think to protect with a special protective 
coating. But Nano-Clear’s 3D technology 
can drastically improve surface protec-
tion, reducing surface maintenance and 
improve asset resale value.

Nano-Clear is the perfect application for 
your hard-wearing, heavy-duty industrial 
surfaces. Nano-Clear has been applied to 
hundreds of steel and powered-coated 
surfaces on both industrial machinery 
and vehicles. We’ve protected various 
types of industrial vehicles and 
machinery including tractors, trucks, 
wheel loaders, cherry pickers, excava-
tors, tractors and dozens more – no 
vehicle is off limits.

Type of architectural materials 
Nano-Clear can be applied to:

• Concrete and tiled flooring
• Aluminium windows and joinery
• Commercial signage
• Steel walls, cladding and roofing
• Fencing and balustrades
• Garage doors.

Types of industrial surfaces 
Nano-Clear is proven to protect:

• Industrial-standard powder coats
• Colour steel
• Stainless steel
• Plastics & vinyl + much more!



TRANSPORT

MARINE

A lot of time, energy and money can be 
spent cleaning and maintaining vehicles. 
They are generally well used assets that 
face a continual battering from abrasion 
and corrosion. Nano-Clear dramatically 
improves surface protection, significantly 
reducing maintenance time and expenses. 
Providing a clear coat layer that is six 
times harder than paint, the usual causes 
of surface damage – chemicals, UV, 
corrosion, abrasion – are literally 
washed away with a hose.

Nano-Clear has out-performed all 
other protective coating products 
on a range of aspects including UV 
resistance, salt fog, water 
immersion, pencil hardness and 
abrasion resistance. Research shows 
that every time you clean and polish 
your boat, you are actually breaking 
down the existing coating of your 
vessel – leading to fading, staining 
and oxidisation.

Nano-Clear provides permanent 
protection for private and 
commercial vehicles:

• Truck fleets
• Company vehicles
• Private vehicles & classic cars
• Caravans & campervans +    
   much more!

Benefits of Nano-Clear on your 
marine asset:

• Rejuvenated colour and weatherproof gloss
• 60% reduction in cleaning and maintenance
• Protection from corrosion and UV damage
• Surface hardness and abrasion resistance.



What does Nano-Clear achieve?

√ Restores highly oxidised paints and colours
√ Unmatched topcoat durability
√ Extends freshly painted or existing paint by 100 years
√ Resists against extreme corrosion and abrasion
√ Weatherproof gloss
 
√ Reduces re-paint cycle by up to 3x
√ Improves brand appearance
√ Lower operating costs.

North Auckland   |   For more information or a quote contact
Ryan Jury   |   +64 211 664 193   |   ryan@nanoclear.co.nz
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